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About IHS 

At IHS, we are committed to providing our customers with the energy industry's most comprehensive Exploration and 

Production (E&P) information in a variety of delivery methods that enable rapid screening and analysis. We offer products 

and solutions for all aspects of your oil and gas asset management workflow. Trusted information covering 425 oil and 

gas basins worldwide, including more than 5 million wells, are seamlessly integrated with more than 15 engineering, 

economics and interpretation software suites. 

 

 
 
About Upstream Solutions Digest 
 
As an opportunity arises, its exploration, production, 

commercial, legal, and political risks must be understood. 

Information about current right holders and the latest 

E&P activities need to be fully and quickly evaluated.  

The task is becoming more and more challenging due to 

the political and economic changes and the intensifying 

competition in the industry. Thus a reliable source of 

information with flexible and efficient tools is critical to 

acquiring a competitive advantage. 

IHS Energy is uniquely positioned to provide customers 

with the critical information and tools for understanding 

various types of risks and E&P potential in order to build 

a successful strategy. This digest is created to help 

users effectively navigate the breadth and depth of IHS 

data, information and tools. 

 

 

 The specific objectives of this digest are: 

1. To take customers’ skills of IHS Energy products  to 

the next level by introducing tips and case studies; 

2. To enable customers to do  independent analysis by 

presenting work flows and methodologies using IHS 

Energy data and applications; and 

3. To inform customers of the latest improvements to 

our energy products and to gather feedback. 

 The typical products involved are shown below: 

 EDIN 

 EDIN Desktop 

 Global Exploration & Production Service (GEPS)  

 Petroleum Economics and Policy Solutions (PEPS)  

 QUE$TOR 

 The IHS Connect platform
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I. FEATURED SOLUTIONS

Understanding the Value Chain : From Field to Market 

By Sachihiro Sakomoto  

Sachihiro.Sakomoto@ihs.com 

Related product: EDIN 

In addition to the upstream information like field reserves, 

production, reservoir structures, etc., it is critical to 

understand oil and gas infrastructure & processing 

facilities tied to these upstream assets as well as 

potential end-user markets on a local or regional level. 

The IHS Energy Infrastructure & Markets Database, 

accessed through the EDIN interface, provides you with 

critical information on facility locations, their statuses and 

capacity as well as ownership structures. This article will 

showcase how to search fields and their surrounding 

infrastructure in East Java Basin, Indonesia. 

A. Fields and Infrastructures in East Java Basin 

With the Preference  function in tool bar of EDIN 

Map, you can locate specific basin and show fields, and 

gas processing plants and pipelines mainly utilized for 

those fields. Create a new preference by clicking the 

New button and set Country and Basin as Indonesia 

and East Java Basin respectively. Apply this setting to 

Map interface by clicking the Apply & Zoom button  

(See Fig 1-1). 

 
Fig 1-1: Set Map Preferences 

Two operating gas processing plants, Ujung Pangkah 

and Gresik are detected, and a LNG Liquefaction plant, 

Gresik, are found in EDIN Map (See Fig 1-2). The reports 

for those plants can provide more information on status, 

plant types, process types etc. (See Fig 1-3). Furthermore, 

you can check pipeline reports; the content and 

connecting transport & processing facilities along the 

pipeline routes can be grasped.    

 
Fig 1-2: Fields, Pipelines and Plants in East Java Basin  

(EDIN, edited by author) 

Fig 1-3: The Reports for Plants as Example. 

B. Operating Capacity of Plants for Market Analysis 

You can obtain the capacity of each kind of plant in 

Country Indonesia by setting Status under Template 

Filters. For instance (See Fig 1-4), 44 gas processing 

plants, which are operating can be found in the 

midstream database. The Graph function incorporates 

several chart templates.  

 Gas Intake by Status (Details): Total Gas Intake 

Capacity BScm per Year for Status Groups (Types) 

 Capacity Trends: Capacity Trends tons per Year by 

 Gas Intake by Country (Region): Gas Intake Capacity 

Bscm per Year by Country (Region) 

 Production: Production tons per Year 
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 These graphs enable you to generate charts and 

understand trends. The graph in fig 1-4 have exemplified   

LPG capacity trend of the  gas processing plants in 

Indonesia.

 

Fig 1-4: Operating Gas Processing Plants Analysis in Indonesia. 

 

Similar analysis can be done for electric plants by setting 

Status as Operating (See Fig 1-5) in the Template filter. 

Another group of graphs specific for electric plants are 

available. 

 Status (Details): Total Capacity MegaWatts for Status 

groups and Fuel type groups (Fuel Types) 

 Fuel Types (Details): Operating Capacity (MW) for each 

set of Fuel types (each Fuel type) 

 Capacity Trends by Country (Region): Capacity 

Megawatts per Year by Country (Region) 

 

The Fuel Types graph shows coal and gas fuel types 

are dominant in this country (See Fig 1-5).  

.  

 

Fig 1-5:  Operating Electric Plants by Fuel Types in Indonesia. 

Detailed reports can be exported with Reports function 

to understand their status, capacity and the local 

operators (See Table 1-A). 

Table 1-A: The Example of Attributes Can Be Exported from EDIN 

 

Once oil and/or gas have been produced from the field, 

the related information about transportation, processing 

and markets is quite critical in assessing potential of the 

entire value chain.  

As the example has revealed, with the help of both IHS 

E&P and Midstream database in EDIN, these kinds of 

information associated with trend analysis are simply at 

your fingertip hence you can easily understand the value 

chain to spend more time on deeper analysis and 

decision making. 

Electric Plant Attributes

Region Name Construction Start Date Decommission Date

Country Name Epc Contractor Group Name Operator Name

Plant Name Plant Type City Name

Group Name Unit Type Political Province

Unit Name Gener Technology Type Latitude

Status Gas Turbine Type Longitude

Capacity (MW) Unit Generation Type Latitude Dec Deg

Fuel Manuf Gas Turb Group Name Longitude Dec Deg

Alternative Fuel Manuf Steam Turb Group Name Power Area

On Line Year Manuf Generation Group Name Remarks

On Line Date Final Capital Cost USD MM Electric Plant Id
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State Take Comparative Analysis 

By Matthew Quinn 

matthew.quinn@ihs.com 

Related product: PEPS 

Fiscal regimes are dynamic - since 1999 over forty 

countries have amended, or introduced entirely new 

fiscal regimes for petroleum exploration and production 

activities.  

The PEPS Fiscal module keeps users up to date with 

the latest metrics and analysis through detailed 

coverage of 225 fiscal regimes in 147 countries. 

PEPS Fiscal Analysis covers two host country metrics: 

Government Take and State Take*. 

Government Take: The percentage of the Gross Project 

operating profit, which accrues to the Government 

(royalties and taxes paid by the investor). 

State Take: The percentage of the Gross Project 

operating profit, which accrues to the Government 

(royalties and taxes paid by the investor) plus the operating 

profit attributable to the state’s direct participation in a 

project (directly or through the NOC). 

The following workflow outlines a comparative analysis 

of State Take for selected fiscal regimes. This method 

can be applied to any of the fiscal metrics available in 

PEPS. 

Select the Fiscal Rankings module in PEPS (See Fig 2-

1). 

  

Fig 2-1: Access Fiscal Rankings Module 

 

 

Select the Fiscal Regimes, Field Group, Peer Group 

and Oil/Gas criteria as per needed (See Fig 2-2). 

 

Fig 2-2: Select Fiscal Regime and Scenarios 

Select the required metric at Display and use the 

Export function to save the data to excel (See Fig 2-3).

 

Fig 2-3: Metrics of Fiscal Results 

Once exported, the data can be further analyzed in 

Excel.  Fig 2-4 shows a comparison of State Take 

Discounted @ 12.5% (%) from oil fields for several fiscal 

regimes. 
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Fig 2-4: State Take Comparison (Generated in Excel with Exported Data) 

How are these metrics calculated? 

The fiscal methodology** takes six field sizes and 

develops each under three cost scenarios (6x3=18). Each 

of these 18 cases are then produced at three different oil 

prices (18x3=54) to give 54 hypothetical field 

development scenarios.  

Economics for each are run using IHS A$SET economic 

evaluation software. The results are then aggregated, 

averaged and ranked by profitability. These are then 

broken into three groups of 16, categorized as marginal, 

economic and upside (the remaining 6 are discarded). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*Where there is no host country direct participation, 

Government and State Take will be the same, where there is 

host country direct participation, State Take will exceed 

Government Take. 

**To allow for comparison, an economic limit is not applied to 

the PEPS Fiscal Analysis. The economic evaluation software 

produces all reserves even if that results in the cash flow 

turning negative.
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II. TYPICAL CASE STUDIES 

Prospect Analysis Post 1st License Round 

In Uganda 

By Mohit Gulati 

Mohit.Gulati@ihs.com 

Related product: EDIN 

The government of Uganda opened the country’s first 

petroleum exploration Licensing Round for 6 blocks on 

26 February 2015, and closed on 30 June 2015.  It has 

issued the bidding documents to the 16 shortlisted 

companies that applied to the Uganda First Licensing 

Round. The total acreage offered was 2,983 sq. km. 

Since bidding round has been closed, these blocks are 

available under Open Areas in EDIN. 

Open Areas are identified in Uganda (See Fig 3-1) using 

EDIN Data Search and plotted on the map with the 

Display on Map function. 

 

Fig 3-1: Workflow to Show Open Areas on Map 

Go to Map Layers pane and tick the boxes of Structural 

Features and Main Basins in Geology category. Then 

click Refresh Map button to plot them on map. Label all 

layers by name (See Fig 3-2).  

You can open basin report with the Identify icon (active 

layer Main Basins must be selected), by clicking over basin 

area. You can study the detailed geological information 

of basin, plays, lithostratigraphic units, exploration 

history, geological cross sections and seismic sections 

(See Fig 3-3).  

 

Fig 3-2: Blocks Plotted with Geology Layers 

 

Fig 3-3: Contents in Basin Report 

The report also contains many images,like stratigraphic 

chart, interpreted seismic section , facies map, TOC 

distribution map etc. are availabe in the basin report, 

some of them have been illurstrated in Fig 3-4. 

 

Fig 3-4: Images from Basin Report 

mailto:Mohit.Gulati@ihs.com
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Understanding Oil & Gas History in Uganda 

In 2006, the first commercial oil discovery was made in 

the Lake Albert Rift basin. Since then, over 50 wells 

were drilled at the Lake Albert Rift basin, and the vast 

majority encountered oil. Successful well appraisals 

have boosted Uganda's proved crude oil reserves from 

zero in 2010 to 2.5 billion barrels as of January 1, 2013. 

In addition, the country contains 500 Bcf of proved 

natural gas reserves, which are also located in the Lake 

Albert area.  

 

Using EDIN Data Search, plot all the fields of Uganda 

on Map so that to understand the reserves accumulation 

with Graphs function. (See Fig 3-5).  

 

 

Fig 3-5: Field Location and Reserve Distribution 

 

Analyzing Existing E&P Activities and Infrastructure 

You can view other data layers in the Map pane such as 

wells, river and wet lands, seismic surveys and world 

gravity map and pipelines for further analysis (See Fig 3-

6). From the map, you can see that all the pipelines in 

Uganda are at planned status. These will be operational 

soon in coming 2-5 years.  

 

Fig 3-6: Different Layers Plotted 

Conclusion 

Three of the largest 2015 discoveries worldwide are 

located in Africa and from 2006 onward, a series of oil 

discoveries put Uganda on the global energy map. 

These were the largest onshore oil finds in Sub-Saharan 

Africa in over two decades. The recent changes in 

regulatory agencies by Uganda government show that 

the government is eager to push ahead with exploration 

and production (E&P).  Investment opportunities in Joint 

Ventures with companies holding licenses in the country, 

emerging Infrastructure like the refinery, pipelines and 

storage facilities, service provision in the fields of 

engineering, procurement, construction, environmental 

consultancy, among others , Uganda is a good prospect 

to explore oil & gas. 
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Fields and Infrastructures around Perdido 

Fold Belt in US Gulf of Mexico 

By Sachihiro Sakomoto 

Sachihiro.Sakomoto@ihs.com 

Related product: EDIN 

The US’ Gulf of Mexico (GOM) deep water is one of the 

largest deep water oil and gas production regions in the 

world with three distinct growth plays of: the Miocene 

sub-salt, Jurassic and Lower Tertiary play. Under current 

low oil price conditions and an amount of discovered 

Lower Tertiary resources, operators are evaluating their 

portfolios in GOM. This article introduces the initial 

analysis for the Perdido Fold Belt (PFB) located in the 

western portion of the Lower Tertiary play (See Fig 4- 1).  

 

Fig 4-1: The Location of Perdido Fold Belt –EDIN Map 

A. Main Field in US GOM Perdido Fold Belt 

To know what is the main field and infrastructure in the 

area around PFB, we will use EDIN Search and Map.   

 

 

 

Fig 4-2: Great White field around PFB-EDIN Map 

The Perdido project for the Great White field around PFB 

in US GOM was online in 2010. It was the first hub 

brought on-stream and remains the only development in 

the western portion of the Lower Tertiary Play (See Fig 4-

2). Great White is one of the main fields around PFB and 

has started water injection since the summer of 2011 to 

enhance its recovery. The oil and gas of this field were 

exported through pipelines connected to existing 

offshore pipeline infrastructure. You can refer to the data 

of 7 fields, and 39 pipelines around PFB in table below 

(Table 4-A with examples of attributes). 

Table 4-A: Field/Pipeline Attributes 

 

Country Name HC Type Discovery Well Name

Basin Name Resource Type Current Operators

Field Name Unconv Type 1 Oil Recoverable PP MMbbl

Onshore Offshore Unconv Type 2 Gas Recoverable PP MMscf

Latitude Numb Reservoirs Cond Recoverable PP MMbbl

Longitude Prod Status Total Recoverable MMboe

Latitude Dec Deg Offsh Development Techniques Company Name

Longitude Dec Deg Disc Date Year Fie Id

Region Name Group Name Diameters Cm

Country Names Operator Name Pipeline Status

Content Length Miles Commission Year

General Content Length (km) Commission Date

Pipeline Type Length Reported Miles Onshore Offshore

Pipeline Name Length Reported Km Reversible Flow

Pipeline Name Abbrevn Diameters In Piplin Id

Field General Attributes

Pipeline General Attributes
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B. Main Reservoir of Great White Field 

Based on the field report of Great White, the main 

reservoir Wilcox Group is divided into 2 reservoirs, 

namely upper and lower Wilcox turbidites. You can find 

stratigraphic chart in the field report to check the 

reservoir properties of these reservoirs (See Fig 4-3).  

 

Fig 4-3: US GOM Stratigraphic Chart modified from EDIN report 

C. Fields in Wilcox Group 

You can use EDIN to help you find information on other 

fields and their characteristics. Using the Reports 

functionality in EDIN, you can find the fields that have 

same volume of recoverable reserve as Great White.  

Once you have identified those fields, they can be 

displayed on EDIN Map so that you can see their 

distribution (See Figure 4-4).  

 

Fig 4-4: Fields with Wilcox Group reservoir (EDIN Map, edited by author). 

 

Typical Workflows 

Extract Fields in US Gulf of Mexico 

(1) Login EDIN  Data Search tab and set 

Domain=Exploration and Production and 

Subject=Fields; 

(2) Choose Country=United States and click OK; 

(3) Choose Subject Filters and select Field Full; 

Select Political Province=Gulf of Mexico and click 

OK. Then extract and view detailed field information 

using Browse List, Reports function etc. 
 

Fig 4-5: Workflow to Extract Fields in US Gulf of Mexico in EDIN. 
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Show Structural Features in EDIN Map 

(4) Click Display on Map icon after previous steps.  

(5) Tick the box of Structural Features in Geology tab 

and click Refresh Map button.  

 
 

 
Fig 4-6: Workflow to show structural features in EDIN. 

Show Surrounding Infrastructures in EDIN Map 

(6) Zoom in the area of interest. Tick the box of 

Pipelines in Transportation (Midstream folder) tab 

and click Refresh Map.  

 

Fig 4-7: Workflow to Show Structural Features in EDIN. 

 

Add Subject Filter of Field Reservoirs 

(7) Under Subject Filters, select Field Reservoirs; 

Choose Reservoir Unit Name as Wilcox Group and 

click OK.  

 

 

Fig 4-8: Workflow to Add Subject Filter of Field Reservoir in EDIN. 

You can use Browser List to check each field report 

and Reports to extract the data aggregated onto excel 

spreadsheet.
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 Identify Farm-In Opportunities  

By Yongliang Zhang  

yongliang.zhang@ihs.com 

 Related product: GEPS  

Farm-in and farm-out activities are an important part of 

the oil and gas upstream industry. Such activities 

happen when a company acquires an interest from 

existing licensees. The transfers of interest are generally 

made in return for exploration or other commitments, in 

exchange of license interests, or for cash.  

GEPS Farm In/Farm Out (See Fig 5-1) module enables 

you to monitor and search farm-in opportunities. The IHS 

regional teams gather information on farm-in 

opportunities, and list them in this module. As of 17 

November 2015, there were about 1830 opportunities. 

 

Fig 5-1:  Access Farm In/Farm Out Module 

The heat map (See Fig 5-2) displays license opportunities 

from around the world. Countries are highlighted with 

different shades depending on how many opportunities 

exist. You can place the mouse cursor over these 

countries to show the exact number of opportunities 

available. When you click on a country, it will retrieve a 

list of the contract blocks that companies are planning to 

farm out. 

 

You can also search for opportunities by utilizing the 

filters in the left side panel, which allow you to refine by 

Region/ Country, Operator, or by the Percentage that 

the license holder wishes to farm out. 

 
Fig 5-2: Farm-in Opportunities Heat Map 

Description information for each Farm In/Farm Out 

opportunity is organized under the Summary, 

Commitments, Maps and Fiscal tabs (See Fig 5-3). 

The Summary tab offers general information about the 

opportunity such as block name, situation, area, farmor, 

percentage to farm out, contract type and right type. It 

also provides a list of articles reporting on the latest 

activity in the blocks, if available.  

From the Commitments tab, you can get information on 

the exploration obligations, such as how much seismic 

needs to be shot, how many exploration wells must be 

drilled, and the required financial investment. 

Maps enables to you to view the location of the blocks 

and any adjacent upstream assets. 

The main fiscal terms including contract type, bonuses 

and other payments, royalty rate and cost recovery 

ceiling, are available under the Fiscal tab. 

 

Fig 5-3: Detailed Information of Opportunities   

mailto:yongliang.zhang@ihs.com
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Enhance QUE$TOR Drilling Cost Estimation 

with Data from EDIN  

By Yaxing Wang 

yaxing.wang@ihs.com  

Related products: QUE$TOR, EDIN  

Many uncertainties of drilling costs are present during 

pre-FEED phase, particularly during drilling days and 

casing programs which are sensitive factors affecting the 

drilling costs. EDIN has well information for over 750,800 

wells worldwide, out of which 81% have rig day records, 

and nearly 30% with casing records. These historical 

data covers most of fields worldwide and available to 

refine project drilling costs estimation by benchmarking 

them with adjacent well information.  

A. Figure  Out Drilling Curve  

Drilling days calculation in QUE$TOR is controlled by its 

drilling curve definitions. The default days (blue line in Fig 

6-1) for each depth represent the regional level that is 

called from the selected technical database, and it can 

be redefined by changing the values on the form. 

Fig 6-1: Drilling Curve Edit Interface in QUE$TOR 

Historical well data in EDIN can be used as good 

reference. Using EDIN’s Data Search, you can create a 

Custom Report and extract the required well header 

information. Table 6-A shows you the required well 

header information.  

Table 6-A: Columns Required in Custom Report for Optimizing Drilling Curve 

seq.  Selected Columns seq.  Selected Columns 

1 Basin Name 10 Well Name 

2 Onshore Offshore 11 Rig Days 

3 Terrain 12 Td Meter 

4 Water Depth Meter 13 Last Completion Date Qual 

5 Rig Type 14 Last Event 

6 Well Class 15 Depth Ref Type 

7 Technical Status 16 Depth Ref Elevation Meter 

8 Deviation Type 17 Country Name 

9 Numb Periods 18 Field Name 

Select the nearby wells on EDIN Map and use the 

Custom Report template to export the well data to Excel. 

In the Excel worksheet, you can refine the data by rig 

type, completed status, onshore or offshore location etc. 

to match the specification of the project. Then calculate 

the drilling depth (DD Meter) using the formula below:  

 DD Meter =Td Meter - Water Depth Meter 

The scatter chart Rig Days vs DD Meter below shows 

the trend of drilling durations distributed in a wide range 

(See Fig 6-2). It shows that the drilling speed has a large 

variance.  

  

Fig 6-2: User Defining Drilling Curves  

Extract the drilling time data from the QUE$TOR 

technical database (Column I & K in Fig 6-2). 

Combining the extracted EDIN and QUE$TOR data and 

plotting as scatter chart (Fig 6-2) Rig Days vs Drilling 

Depth (m) (QUE$TOR regional data shown with the red dash 

line) shows the relationship between the estimated and 

actual data. 

Based on the scatter chart, we can build new drilling 

curves to reflect the different scenarios by weighting the 

regional drilling days with coefficients (faster, mean, and 

slower shown in Fig 6-2). Or input drilling days manually 

according to the scatter chart results. 

These scenarios can be introduced to QUE$TOR by 

changing the number of days in the QUE$TOR form Fig 

6-1.  Alternatively in the newest version of QUE$TOR 

Offshore 2015 Q3 the drilling curve form has an 

adjustment factor contained on it. The coefficients can be 

applied directly to this Adjustment factor (See Fig 6-3). 

mailto:yaxing.wang@ihs.com
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 Fig 6-3: Drilling Curves Adjustment in QUE$TOR Offshore 2015 Q3 

It should be noted that this analysis assumes a fully 

learned drilling scenario. The drill time for the first few of 

wells can be significantly higher than the fully learned 

well. And if there are less reference wells, you should 

carefully check the record of drilling history if there is any 

outlier well, such as excessive delays due to downhole 

complex events.  

B. Casing Programme Investment 

QUE$TOR calculates the quantity of casing/tubing using 

build-in logical judgment as shown in Table 6-B. The 

calculation is based on common industry knowledge.  

However, engineers will consider the casing programme 

according to subsurface conditions for a project.  

Table 6-B: QUE$TOR Casing / Tubing Programme Assumptions 

Diameter 
 (inch) 

Onshore Drilled depth (m) 
Offshore Drilled depth 

(m) 

≤ 900 ≤ 2300 ≤ 3800 > 3800 ≤ 2500 >2500 

30 - - - 75 - 150 

20 - - 60 DD * 0.2 100 450 

13.375 - 50 DD * 0.5 DD * 0.5 DD * 0.3 DD * 0.5 

9.625 - DD * 0.5 DD * 0.8 DD * 0.8 DD * 0.8 DD * 0.8 

7 30 DD 30+DD*0.2 60+DD* 0.2 60+DD*0.2 60+DD*0.2 

5 or 3.5 DD  DD DD  DD  DD DD 
DD: Drilled depth 

Before detailed subsurface information was collected, it is 

practical to adjust the programme by benchmarking with 

the nearby wells assuming that there are similar 

conditions around the project location. 

Using the same selected wells in EDIN as used in the 

previous section, a Custom Report with name of ‘Q$- 

Casing’ can be created with the required items described 

in Table 6-C. 

Table 6-C: Columns Required in Custom Report for Optimizing Casing Programme 

Choose from Selected Columns 

Well Header Well Name 

Well Header Rig Type 

Well Header Water Depth Meter 

Well Header Depth Ref Elevation Meter 

Well Header Td Meter 

Well Equipment Seq Numb 

Well Equipment Equipment Type 

Well Equipment Equipment Size In 

Well Equipment Hanger MD Meter 

Well Equipment Hanger Md Qual Unit 

Well Equipment Depth Ref Type 

Well Equipment Shoe MD Meter 

Well Equipment Shoe Md Qual Unit 

Well Header Td Qual Unit 

Well Header Depth Ref Elevation Qual Unit 

Well Header Depth Ref Type 

Well Header Planned Depth Meter 

Well Header Depth Ref Elevation Meter 

Within the exported Excel worksheet, we adjust the depth 

to get depth beneath seabed (BSB), insert new columns 

of Shoe MD/m BSB and Drilling Depth with the 

calculations below and follow by Pivot function table to 

investigate Casing Programme as shown in Fig 6-4. 

 Shoe MD/m BSB = Shoe MD Meter - Water Depth - Depth of 

Ref Elevation Meter； 

 Drilling Depth = Td Meter - Water Depth - Depth Ref Elevation 
Meter 

Fig 6-4: Pivot of Historical Casing Programme Data in EDIN 

Above calculations and statistics gives the programme(s) 

suggestions for subsea wells. In other words, the Shoe 

MD/m BSB for each size of the casing is equal to its 

length. If the planned wells have dry trees on a fixed 

platform, additional length of local water depth and 

freeboard of the platform should be added to the casings 

excluding the conductor.  

Calculate and sum up each size of casing/ tubing for all 

wells based on the measured depth (BSB) in QUE$TOR 

Drilling Profile (See Fig 6-5), and then input them to the 

relevant Quantity in cost center.  

 

Fig 6-5: Casing/Tubing Quantifies Redefined  

C. Conclusion  

In pre-FEED phase, benchmark drilling and casing 

utilities of a QUE$TOR project using historical data in 

EDIN is an easy and efficient way to estimate better 

drilling cost. 
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III. TIPS AND TRICKS 

Crude Oil Markets in Connect Platform   

By Matthew Quinn 

Matthew.Quinn@ihs.com 

Related product: Connect Platform 

Crude Oil Markets analyses supply and demand factors 

driving current and forecast crude stream prices. 

This insight allows subscribers to anticipate critical 

turning points in the market and make long term 

investment decisions.  

The available research includes: 

 Weekly, monthly and quarterly oil market 

briefings. 

 Short term (2 year) forecast, updated monthly  

 Long term (25 year) forecast, updated quarterly 

 Detailed long term outlook, updated annually 

 OPEC production, US crude imports and price 

differentials 

Current geographic modules covered are: 

 Global 

 North America 

 Latin America 

 Europe/CIS/Africa 

 Asia and Middle East 

The service is available on Connect through desktop  

and iPad. 

(1) In Connect go to Industry – Oil (See Fig 7-1). 

Fig 7-1:  Oil Module under Industry Tab 

(2) Select Crude Oil Markets at Service and the region 

of interest at Region (See Fig 7-2). 

 
Fig 7-2:  Crude Oil Markets Services under Oil Module 

 

(3) Briefings and Long and Short term price outlooks 

are available on the Research tab. Market 

Fundamentals and the Annual Strategic Workbook 

are available on the Data Center tab (See Fig 7-3 & Fig 

7-4). 

 
Fig 7-3:  Research Tab under Crude Oil Markets  

 

 
Fig 7-4: Data Center Tab under Crude Oil Markets  
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Snapshot of Country Fiscal Regime 

By Yongliang Zhang 

Yongliang.Zhang@ihs.com 

Related product: PEPS 

The aim of oil and gas companies doing petroleum  

exploration and production (E&P) is not solely about 

producing hydrocarbons, but rather to create monetary 

returns from doing these activities. That’s why it’s 

important to understand the host country’s fiscal regime.  

Regardless of hydrocarbon prices, the fiscal regime can 

turn any oil and/or gas producing fields that generate 

significant cash flow into bad deals for the producer. This 

can happen when the fiscal regime channels too many 

earnings to the state.  

The PEPS Country Fiscal module offers summaries and 

comparisons of more than 220 generic fiscal regimes for 

new E&P ventures around the world. You can choose the 

country of interest under Region/Country filters (Fig 8-1). 

 
Fig 8-1: Country Fiscal Module and Setup Country 

The example below shows a detailed explanation of the 

country fiscal regime.  

Fiscal Overview is an ‘at a glance’ view of the main fiscal 

and contractual terms for petroleum E&P around the world; 

you can select the countries or regimes you wish to 

investigate  as shown in Table 8-A. In this example we can 

easily see that the country is using a PSA (Production 

Sharing Agreement) contract type, which has been used by 

majority of host countries. And there are 4 different fiscal 

sets of terms which govern exploration and production 

operations in different locations namely onshore, shelf, 

deep water and ultra-deep water respectively. Under these 

regimes, the contractor needs to pay a Signature Bonus, 

Discovery Bonus, Production Bonus (es), Training Fee and 

Research & Development Fund contribution. The state has 

the right to demand from the contractor a 15% to 25% 

participation interest (depending on the location of the 

discovery). Royalty is 12.5% of gross production.  The 

Contractor’s profit share is in the range of 10%-45%, 

depending on the field location and whether it is oil or gas. 

The income tax rate is 25% and there is an obligation to 

supply oil and gas to the domestic market at a discount to 

the prevailing international market prices. 

Table 8-A: Main Fiscal and Contractual Terms for Selected Country 

 

 Fiscal Rankings provides a mean to understand the 

relative attractiveness of the fiscal regimes for new E&P 

ventures from both investor and the host country 

perspectives. The economics of a series of hypothetical oil 

and gas fields are first analyzed at the Gross Project (i.e. 

pre-tax and pre-host country participation) level and each 

hypothetical field is allocated to a profitability category: 

marginal, economic or upside. These fields are then 

analyzed using generic fiscal regimes and the economic 

results of this analysis are aggregated and averaged to 

produce easily digestible metrics. Up to 12 indicators, such 

as State Take, Investor Cash Flow, Investor NPV, Investor 

Internal Rate of Return etc. are calculated to evaluate the 

fiscal regime. Fig 8-2 shows State Take Discounted 

@12.5%. Switch to view other indicators with the Display 

function. 

 

Fig 8-2: Rankings of State Take Discounted @ 12.5%  

With the assistance of the PEPS Country Fiscal module, 

you can grasp the essential features of the fiscal regime of 

the country, which can help you make critical decisions.  

Fiscal Regime
Country X - 2013 PSA 

Terms Onshore

Country X - 2013 PSA Terms Ultra 

Deep Water greater than 600m

Country X - 2013 PSA Terms 

Deep Water 200m to 600m

Country X - 2013 PSA Terms 

Offshore less than 200m

Contract Type PSA PSA PSA PSA

Location ON UDW DW SHELF

Bonuses/Other 

Payments
S*, D, P, T, F S*, D, P, T, F S*, D, P, T, F S*, D, P, T, F

State Participation 15% 20% - 25% 20% - 25% 20% - 25%

Royalty 12.5% 12.5% 12.5% 12.5%

Cost Recovery/Tax 

Depreciation

CRC (Exploration: XPS; 

Development: 

Intangible: XPS; 

Tangible: 4 yrs); 

TAX (n/a)

CRC (Exploration: XPS; 

Development: Intangible: XPS; 

Tangible: 4 yrs); 

TAX (n/a)

CRC (Exploration: XPS; 

Development: Intangible: 

XPS; Tangible: 4 yrs); 

TAX (n/a)

CRC (Exploration: XPS; 

Development: Intangible: 

XPS; Tangible: 4 yrs); 

TAX (n/a)

Cost Recovery Ceiling 50% of PDN 70% of PDN 60% of PDN 50% of PDN

Contractor Profit 

Share
40% - 10% 45% - 20% Oil: 40% - 15%; Gas: 40% - 10% Oil: 40% - 10%; Gas: 35% - 10%

Profit Sharing 

Mechanism
Daily Production Daily Production Daily Production Daily Production

Income Tax Rate
25% 

(5 year tax holiday)

25% 

(5 year tax holiday)

25% 

(5 year tax holiday)

25% 

(5 year tax holiday)

Additional Taxes

DSO (20% of profit oil 

or 25% of profit gas @ 

90% market price); 

R&D Fund (0.5% profit 

share)

DSO (20% of profit oil or 25% of 

profit gas @ 90% market price); 

R&D Fund (0.5% profit share)

DSO (20% of profit oil or 25% 

of profit gas @ 90% market 

price); 

R&D Fund (0.5% profit share)

DSO (20% of profit oil or 25% 

of profit gas @ 90% market 

price); 

R&D Fund (0.5% profit share)
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IV. PRODUCT UPDATES 

Basin Data Updates 

By Mohit Gulati 

Mohit.Gulati@ihs.com 

Related products: EDIN, Basin Data 

IHS Basin Database assembles worldwide geological 

data for basin analysis, play and petroleum studies on 

regional and global scales. We have recently completed 

some improvements in Basin data. 

A. Basin data features 

The Basin data now comprises: 

 1,207 Petroleum systems 

 3,259 genetic units 

 33, 771 Stratigraphic units 

 5,576 play types 

 7,460 geological images 

 72,484 bibliographic references titles 

IHS Basin Monitors are comprehensive reports of a 

basin’s petroleum geology, reserves potential and 

requirements for commercial success. There are 

currently 542 Basin Monitors reports. Numerous updates 

have been made from January to September 2015. 

 9 new basin monitors completed 

 27 basin monitors completely reviewed 

 14 basin monitors partially renewed 

 268 basins, sub basins and non- prospective 

province limits updated and validated 

 566 new basins images loaded 

As for Basin data Unconventionals, 282 Play monitors 

are now available (See Fig 9-1), offering accurate and 

dynamic unconventional resource play content across the 

globe.  

 Current focus on Shale, Tight & CBM plays. 

 Access to data via EDIN, comprising Play monitor 

and spatial GIS monitor. 

 282 play monitors with corresponding GIS layers, 

illustrations and graphs available. 

 100 plays a year during next two to three years to be 

added. 

 

 
Fig 9-1: Play Monitor Coverage  

 During 2015-2016 focus on North America allowing 

mature and emerging plays to be analogue with 

frontier plays elsewhere.  

 Content available to Basin data subscribers for 

2014/ 2015 

 

B. Future Enhancements 

Basin Monitors: Complete review of about 50 basins 

worldwide including Mexico (Sureste, EI Buro- Pevetes, 

Yucatan) and West Siberia (South Kara-Yamal and Nadym- 

Taz provinces) 

Chronostratigraphy: Moving to Geological Time Scale 

2012. More than 1,100 formal and informal 

chronostratigraphic units will be updated and new units 

added.  

Spatial Layers: Update of structural features for basins 

in continental Europe, Australasia and West Africa. 

Development of a new spatial layer displaying geological 

and seismic section images.  

Quality goal: Global updates of hydrocarbon 

significance attribute (source/ reservoir/ seal) in 

Lithostratigraphic units which will improve the 

consistency between the stratigraphy and the field 

database. 

Unconventional plays: 100 plays monitors on North 

America.  
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Sachihiro Sakomoto  

Tokyo, Japan  

Supporting Energy Products 
including EDIN, EDIN Desktop, 
GEPS, PEPS, QUE$TOR, 
CONNECT 

Email: Sachihiro.Sakomoto@ihs.com 

 

  

Our team consists of members with diversified professional background including geophysics, geology and engineering. 

Our mission is to facilitate you in making critical decision efficiently and confidently, powered by comprehensive industry 

data and software tools that is easy to use. To achieve this, we will do our best to help you find the best solution, 

optimizing your workflow while saving time & cost.  

Below are our brief profiles; please contact us whenever you have any questions or suggestions.  

 

   

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Edward Liew 

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia  

Supporting Energy Products 
including EDIN, EDIN Desktop, 
Accumap, Enerdeq Browser, 
GEPS, PEPS, CONNECT 

Email：Edward.Liew@ihs.com 

Yaxing Wang 

Beijing, China  

Supporting Energy Products 
including AccuMap, QUE$TOR, 
Petra, EDIN, Global Window, 
Lognet, PEPS, GEPS 

Email：Yaxing.Wang@ihs.com 

Matthew Quinn 

Perth, Australia  

Supporting Energy Products 
including EDIN, EDIN Desktop, 
GEPS, PEPS, CONNECT, 
Accumap, Enerdeq Browser 

Email：Matthew.Quinn@ihs.com 

 

Mohit Gulati 

Gurgaon, India  

Supporting Energy Products 
including EDIN, EDIN Desktop,  
Accumap, Enerdeq Browser, GEPS, 
PEPS, CONNECT 

Email：Mohit.Gulati@ihs.com 

Yongliang Zhang 

Beijing, China  

Supporting Energy Products 
including EDIN, EDIN Desktop, 
Accumap, Enerdeq Browser, 
GEPS, PEPS, CONNECT 

Email: Yongliang.Zhang@ihs.com 

 

 

 

 

When you buy IHS information products, you get more than you might expect. Along with our quality information and software 

tools, you get a dedicated team of industry experts that are just a phone call or email away. At IHS, you are part of our team. We 

provide more answers, more training, more resources, and more people than other companies in the industry – enabling you to 

get the most out of your information and maximize your returns. 

About APAC Energy Technical Support Team 



 

 

For more information contact: 

Email: SupportAPAC@ihs.com 
Telephone: +604 291 3600 
Mon-Fri 8:00am-6:00pm GMT+8hrs 
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